Job and commitment descriptions

Lead Mentor (approximately 25-hour commitment for semester):

- Must be a practicing architect
- Commit to attending 7 sessions
- Primary contact with AIA Chicago and the teacher
- Coordinates all volunteers for each session
- Coordinates updates to lesson materials
- May present lesson of the day
- Guides students as needed through project of the day
- Must attend a brief training session to review materials

Mentors (at least 3 per session - approximately 22-hour commitment for semester):

- Commit to attending at least 3 sessions
- Assists in updating of lesson materials
- May present lesson of the day
- Guides students as needed through project of the day
- Must attend a brief training session to review materials

Junior Level Mentor (approximately 5-hour commitment for semester):

- College student of architecture, engineering, landscape architecture
- Commit to at least 1 session
- Assists mentors in leading students through project of the day

High School Mentor:

- Student in one of the CTE architecture programs.
- Generally a connection is made with the teacher to make at least one visit per session
- Assists mentors in leading students through project of the day
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